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Thyone is one of Jupiter’s irregular moons in the Ananke group of moons. These moons are 
classified as eccentric and retrograde, which is the perfect way to describe this shawl: a bit 

off the beaten path, but not too far, fun to work and toasty to wear. 

YARN & NEEDLES
US 7 (4.5 mm) 24” / 60.96 cm or longer, or size 
to obtain gauge.

Stitch markers, tapestry needle

Be Ewe Fibers Worsted
100% Superwash Merino Wool
218 yds (199 m) / 100 g
2 skeins used for this project. 
Colorway shown is Stone Castle.

FINISHED SIZE
Wingspan: 74” (187.96 cm)
Length: 72” (182.88 cm) 
Width at bind off edge: 42” (106.68 cm)
Measurements taken after blocking.

SKILL LEVEL
Advanced Beginner

GAUGE
22 stitches = 4” (10 cm) in stockinette stitch,
measured after blocking.
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SPECIAL TECHNIQUES

APPLIED I-CORD BIND OFF
Cast on 2 sts using Cable Cast-On (below). (k1-tbl, k2tog-tbl, then slip both sts back to left-
hand needle) repeat until 2 sts remain, bind off last 2 sts.

CABLE CAST ON
Begin with at least 2 sts on left needle (if you are beginning a project this way, make a slip-knot 
and knit on one stitch). Insert right needle between the last two sts on left needle and knit a 
stitch, placing the new stitch on the left needle.

PATTERN NOTES
Although gauge is not crucial, please note that if your gauge differs from that listed in the 
pattern, your yardage needs will need to be adjusted, and the size of your finished object will 
differ.

ABBREVIATIONS

K2tog - knit two stitches together as one

KFB -  knit into the front and back of one stitch

KFBF - knit into the front and back and front again of one stitch

P2tog -  purl two stitches together TBL - through the back loop

YO - yarn over    YO4 - yarn over four times
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When working with two skeins of hand-dyed yarn, you can choose one of three ways to lessen 
the possibility of dye differences among the skeins:

You can just switch skeins when you run out of your first one, and not worry about potential 
differences; you can alternate skeins every two rows; or, my preferred method: “feather” your 
second skein in by beginning to switch skeins every two rows when you come close to the end 
of your first skein. Your choice.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 1 st. (kfbf) into that st. (3 sts)

k1, p1, k1.

SET UP SECTION
Row 1 (rs): k1, (kfbf) into 1 st, k1.

Row 2 (ws): k2, p1, k2. (5 sts)

Row 3: k1, kfb, k to end.

Row 4: k2, p2tog, yo, k2. (6 sts)

Row 5: k2, kfb, k to end.

Row 6: k2, p2tog, k1, yo, k2. (7 sts)

STITCH PATTERNS
Here are the two stitch pattern sections you’ll be using in this pattern. Refer to the pattern 
instructions below for when to use them.

GARTER INCREASE SECTION
Row 1 (rs): k2, kfb, k to end.

Row 2 (ws): k2, p2tog, k to last 2 sts, yo, k2.

BIG HOLES YARN OVER SECTION
Row 1 (rs): k2, kfb, (cdd, yo4, cdd) to last 4 sts, k4.

Row 2: (ws) k2, p2tog, p to last 2 sts, working (p1, k1, p1, k1) into each yo4, yo, k2.

Begin by working Garter Increase Section eighteen times. 25 sts.

CONTINUING PATTERN
1. Work Yarn Over Section once. (+1 st)

2. Work Garter Increase Section five times. (+5 sts)

3. Work Yarn Over Section once. (+1 st)
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4. Work Garter Increase Section five times. (+5 sts)

5. Work Yarn Over Section once. (+1 st)

6. Work Garter Increase Section sixteen times. (+16 sts)

Follow Numbers 1-6 of the Continuing Pattern three times. (29 sts increased every time. Be-
fore working Border Pattern, you will have 112 sts total).

BORDER PATTERN
1. Work Yarn Over Section once. (+1 st)

2. Work Garter Increase Section five times. (+5 sts)

Follow Numbers 1&2 of the Border Pattern four times, the follow Number 1 of the Border Pat-
tern once more. (6 sts increased every time. Before binding off, you will have 137 sts total).

FINISHING
Bind off using Applied I-cord Bind Off (see Pattern Notes). Block and wear.
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